This article analyses the Italian school system vis-à-vis other European systems from an objective perspective; the paper seeks to do this by elucidating some of its opaque aspects. It engages with an idea of cultural identity and what can be identified as the most obvious threats posed to it; Italy's Gestalt at present is coterminous with that of the extant European educational framework, which formerly Italians themselves worked hard to bring about. Hence, raising awareness as to the modality that our country's laws and agreements impact all aspects of our society becomes a main educational concern in this field of study.
Introduction
This article begins by identifying questions about the Italian school system. Some of these will sound rhetorical, some old-fashioned or 'self-referential' as they focus on our school system by addressing its identity and its practices. The popular feel that it is an 'old system' reflects on it becoming overly self-referential in its modalities too, while scholarly research focused on comparisons between schools abroad and other educational systems seem sparser by the day and mainly found online, in blogs, chats on social media or online interviews and articles. 'What is Italian school today? What is its Status? What or who are Italian teachers today? Is Italy and its schooling system shying away from itself? Is it really trying to copy, take the guise of, other educational systems? Are Italy and Italians rescinding umbilical cords with its government's policies, with Europe and with our institutional ties? Within the schools' context, such concerns elicited several discussions -voiced by the media and more generally at board and school meetings among colleagues and peers. In the classroom, our teenage students are, I am enthusiastic to say, most eager to listen to and find out about what it means to be law-abiding Italian citizens. As we are also European they are also very keen to learn about what being European means, in Italian schools and abroad.
With this in mind, the paper aims to provide an excursus of the foremost differences between Italian schools and other European and non-European educational systems. This is a challenging, complex task, which involves taking cognizance of the tensions within and without the political sphere, nationwide and internationally. Particularly, I will mention some of the most prominent differences between the Italian and the British educational system, as these are the two educational systems where I was able to carry out my research -and I can confidently say to have worked in and accrued much experience from both schooling systems. Prior to this, however, I will briefly consider the concept of what is thought of as old and new within educational systems; ideas of old and new are often found as being hand-in-hand with parallel ideas of stranger, foreign, familiar, alien or well-known. It is safe to say that, for instance, something is considered 'old' when its characteristics or practices are perhaps too well-known and when such practices have been known or used within a system for too long; by contrast, something new often represents the fruit of discovery or invention, therefore previously unknown or considered 'out of bounds with' and beyond our experiential confines.
While not denying the shortcomings and the general feeling of disaffection which pervades school life, one has to recognize that the Italian school system has its own validity if only insofar as notwithstanding being constantly let down by our government and looked down on by most others, it still manages to get our precious new generations through their mandatory schooling years. MIUR often lacks funds to provide our schools with suitable resources -or occasionally such funds are diverted to less relevant projects; thus in order to improve our performance by allowing schools to acquire newer and safer technologies, new training sessions, new furniture, and render schools generally more secure, within a more conducive, serene and peaceful environment for our student's education to thrive in, we have to start thinking in terms of convincing our government that schools are indeed worth investing in.
Theoretical Background/Methods
Italy's debt to other, mostly European countries, no doubt, is one of the reasons, together with the need for the government to compensate our country's expenses overseas, to have wrongly led our leaders to cut down drastically on education expenses and at the same time to implement a policy which would foster private education as an alternative schooling system; this 'new system' envisaged by our government in the 90s and early 2000s however, could not, because of the costs involved, ensure that the obligatory education (age 5-16) of less wealthy students would be accommodated. This seemingly accounts for the all-important sociological and ethical complexity we call 'our school system' and its ever-more precarious predicament; when one considers that according to our laws, a school system which denies underage students entry to free state schools is in fact running counter to our Constitution.
The government, teachers and parents in Italy are obliged to make sure that the school environment is safe -this adds to the already overwhelming range of responsibilities we take upon ourselves in our day and age -I doubt very much that teachers' pay-rate in Italy (1500 Euros per month, whether permanent or not) is enough to account for this, regardless of the level of specialism or degree of professional development involved. Hence, the feeling of disaffection and displacement vis-à-vis a system which promises to help our professional category by saying we are instrumental to its development but which is sadly often unable to do so and to face up to new developing challenges such as those posed by social concerns affecting schools presently. Perhaps, Italy today is being forced to battle with an idea of Gestalt, of a superimposed European framework, which however formerly we ourselves sought to bring about. (Note 3) This, coupled with our awareness of how law impacts all aspects of our society, the struggle between Italians as a people and Italians as European people has impacted educational fields of study remarkably.
Let's begin by saying therefore, that the Italian educational system is to be seen as part of a much wider global network of educational governmental institutions, both private and government-run, within the European framework, sometimes co-working with non-European institutions worldwide, as was recently pointed out in an outline of the Structure of the European educational systems as well as by an illustration of the Italian Department of Education itself (MIUR). (Note 4) Their presentation provides a range of tables and diagrams to illustrate the many differences and similarities existing among these various countries' schooling systemsincluding the amount of time spent by students on each obligatory step of their school path (p. 20) as well as illustrating the timeframe for students who continue their instruction past the mandatory years (e.g. University or College). (Note 5) Therefore, it is no mystery that at present it would seem impossible, if not extremely far-fetched, to conceive of the Italian educational system as somehow operating from outside European boundaries. However, the many tensions encompassing our country's political, economic and cultural context must allow for a leap across this very stringent encapsulation of Italy within a European-led ideological grounding -not least, because of the manifold implications of the so-called 'new' technologies and their instantaneous modality of address. Often overstepping cultural, social and well-established language boundaries and codes of behavior, the act of communication itself as several language registers merge as more and more multi-language and multi-cultural people cross paths. We have begun to reason in terms of a plurality of address modalities, something which has no doubt created a gap with previous generations; elderly people these days feel as though they were left behind a long time ago.
Our digital native students, by contrast, have developed their own way of communicating by availing themselves relentlessly of technological devices, no longer considered as new by many, and overstepping what most of usthe youth of yesteryear -still feel like important aspects of our society such as the use of titles, saying 'please' and 'thank you'. The media and digital realms have been impacting our languages, ways of life, belief systems and choices for much longer than it may seem -even before awareness was raised about these concerns because of the potential dangers these immensely useful technologies presented -and in fact still do -in the face of the many actions experts have taken to protect the general populace against threats such as hacking, manipulation, viral videos, fake charities, spam, online bullying and terrorism or crime, to mention but a few.
Italy's literary and social past however, until quite recently and well into the 2000s -does not inform us as readers of such dangers in the way that great personalities such as Orwell or Orson Welles did in their time. Until a few years ago, crime was still seen as something which could only happen outside, in the street, and only of late have people begun to consider surveillance with cameras and to shield their bank accounts from fraud, using strong passwords and adding safeguarding tools to their devices and software. This important aspect meant also having to rethink and deal with a new concept of the idea of privacy which could now be breached even within the confines of one's home. One begins to think of old and new, inside and outside from a different perspective; the shocked realization that unlawful breaches can happen anywhere including schools has such a discouraging effect on our eagerness to promote the safe use of technology that we tend to want to stop students from using their devices. This in turn leads to closure and lack of communication, perhaps the most dangerous aspect of our predicament as teachers within a contemporary e-tech oriented classroom environment. The sole answer in this regard is that in order for students not to be considered as rule-breakers and offenders, they should be placed in a condition which would allow safe use of technology within schools, leaving threats and other dangerous elements out by screening them out through up-to-date filtering devices.
Findings and Discussions
Thinking primarily about devices and their safe use, the immediate reflection is that nowadays schools and educational practices faced with this worrying complexity worldwide have had to change; devices are now part of the school day and of students' lives and in fact they replace -all too often -their ability to talk to each other, to engage in real conversations and relationships (e.g. parents, friends, boyfriend or girlfriend) rather than virtual ones. This, a teacher will often find, is not due to children being impaired or unable to communicate. It is because they do it in a different and differently effective way. The word 'family' itself has taken on non-traditional connotations, and is often associated with ideas of family breakdown and social criticism. What young students find today is that they can access social networks and establish a range of apparent friendships which seem less psychologically problematic because of their virtual character. However, they can also and often do pose inevitable risks involving their families and their having to take responsibility for what their children write or do online. Supervision and policing should always make sure that underage children are not lured into abuse or illegal or criminal activities -and there are laws which focus on the relevance of international awareness as these children will keep on using their devices away from home as well as in other countries they visit. This notwithstanding one has to admit that while awareness of these risks must be kept in focus, there are good aspects to a careful use of social networks.
Today, children and young adults are constantly in touch with friends and family -they can send out a distress signal by instant messaging or chatting -thus reducing the cost of communicating both nationally and internationally. They read and learn much faster than in the past and are able to comment on most aspects of society through posts and feedback 'threads' in their chosen virtual community. They exchange ideas and generally interact socially rather than becoming withdrawn from social life, be this at home, in front of the TV, as some of us did in the '80s and '90s when we were their age -and as often happened before for those who were shunned at school and not made welcome in same age environments.
Differently however, from communication modalities used in the last century, we can now reach out past the immediate confines of our homes and conversely, ask for help, give advice, even promote a freelance business and work from home. It is a lot safer in many ways. There is less of a risk of people being made redundant because of the way they look (discrimination) or because of their ways with colleagues (etiquette, professional boundaries). These of course still exist online as for example webinars and online conferencing (e.g. workshops, editing boards, online teach-training or safeguarding courses) require participants to adhere to regulations and moderation standards. Schools therefore represent a threshold scenario where 'human' interaction is associated with virtual environments. The laws that bind such interactions in schools in Italy for example, are clearly spelt out by Italian Law and its Codes (Civil, Penal, Administrative) and of course by the overarching Italian Constitution and code of conduct (both teachers and students/family must respect these).
No doubt, online and virtual environs, including hardware and software used or added to devices in schools, on the other hand rely heavily on international laws and related license agreements. To protect ourselves and our students therefore, we as teachers should be made aware as part of our training of the importance of being able to verify the validity of products and terms and conditions of use which may hold any adult supervising students at work responsible for what happens as they write their responses online (e.g. INVALSI exams, listening and reading comprehension tests, learning platforms and so on). For teachers of EFL such as myself this has become a prominent aspect of my professional development as I constantly try to keep up to date with new laws and deliberations concerning the use of devices in the classroom, to add language software to a whiteboard system or just to extract listening test samples from an online source from my smartphone which will be connected to loudspeakers.
Content, of course, becomes foremost when dealing with teenagers (secondary or junior school) as well as the range of content filters which should be made available and ready on your classroom desktop (where there is one), and able to screen students from using social networks and blocking external contacts from the school's Wi-Fi or routers. In this connection, I shall make a reference to an article by Dron and Anderson on "Issues and Challenges of Educational Uses of Social Networks" which finely outlines the dangers recorded earlieraffecting behavior patterns which 'evolved in a different evolutionary landscape'. I am particularly drawn by how 'context switching' is presented in Dron and Anderson's book, Teaching Crowds. (Note 6) Sanctioning and general disciplinary issues as related to both teachers and students (as being cautious is often not good enough, or legally sufficient) provoke a need to resort to some form of disciplinary action. These include underage confinement orders and escalation in the event of defiance of general warnings for bad behavior consequences, and penalties for the misuse of integrated social network devices and smart-apps or phones in the classroom. I will consider the different modalities and approaches of some of the most common concerns such as how to forewarn students effectively and whether reaching out to their families would be beneficial in case some of their behavior was to be connected with their out of school hours (home or friends). When there are violent or extremely disruptive teenagers, similar considerations are common to very different countries and educational systems. The framework which I would employ is that of 'substance abuse in the family' -'personal or domestic abuse' -'peer abuse' or 'non-peer abuse' from which a range of traumatic events might lead students to become psychotic or even to abuse their peers when the memory of past abuses is recalled. Is it possible to make students aware of what is happening to them by showing them that they are reacting to something -rather than intentionally, willingly deciding to offend or harm -and that people they attack often have no knowledge of their past and the memories that may trigger such responses. In the British system for instance, schools offer a continuing counselling service, which goes on to each school level, hand-in-hand with the students' progress (or lack thereof) up to and including at college or university level. The British system allows a child to be imprisoned from as early as age ten, but even if confined as a youth offender, the child has every right upheld as most other children to make it to adulthood and even, eventually, after reintegration, to having a career. Most UK students have already gone through the 'process of justice' of having to respond in court and having a fair trial, by the age of fourteen or younger. In Italy, a child would normally only be sent to youth offenders' schools or jails if the crime they committed was deemed to be so grave as to pose a risk to life for others or to their family. Once a youth is convicted and sent to youth or juvenile offenders' jail in Italy, their path is considered near irremediable and their chance to a 'normal' education path or career path is minuscule if compared with that of children in the UK. The document I quote in the endnote provides a useful excursus of this process throughout several different country law systems. (Note 7) a. Whilst recently in Italy some schools offer parents with difficult children consultations with the school's appointed psychologist or social services staff if they adhere to a counselling project (usually funded by MIUR or other affiliated entities), people are still reluctant to ask for help and there is a feeling of suspicion growing between parents and schools whenever the counselling option comes in the picture. Students' problematic behavior is not generally reported across educational stages as each level is considered as reflecting a specific aspect of a student's growth and with each new level the previous misbehavior is supposed to have been overcome. We don't see it as something which the students will have to carry on their shoulders and feel guilty about throughout their educational path, provided they behave appropriately with each new school year.
Their background is always considered as 'social provenance' and school-related crime always cross pathswhere dropping out of schools means becoming 'illegal' children and joining street gangs and commit crime, Italian schools set themselves against various organized crime groups and their threats to children and families by trying to keep children in school throughout their mandatory years -and only fail them where it is absolutely necessary; this briefly put, provides an outline of Italian education counter-crime policy which through its manifold projects appeals to all relevant institutions who counter the so-called 'social crimes' from terrorism to criminal association -the fight against substance abuse and social inclusion in schools at all levels being one of the foremost aspects of our institutional mandate. (Note 8) For this reason and many more, it has become clear that schools in Italy today must liaise with a much wider network of institutions and associations who are willing to provide incentives and feedback to help with tackling the future of our students so that it will not be perceived as a problem but as something to look out to and hope for as they will have matured into society as more aware, law abiding adults, capable of helping others just as they were helped themselves. In this connection, a good example, although in blog format, of the differences and/or similarities between a European and, prospectively in the wake of Brexit, a non-European education system: this blog analyses Italian school rules as opposed to British school rules. (Note 9)
Having taught on supply assignments in the UK for two years and as a permanent school teacher of EFL in Italy (I am Italian) I believe I can say quite objectively that my observations reflect those listed in the blog. However, there are far more relevant questions about differing education systems than just which rules can or can't apply in either context. For example, I found that in the UK mainstream academy schools have their own policy and regulations which may differ quite relevantly from other schools. To add to what can be found in the blog, some schools in the UK -while still mainstream and government run -allow for instance for more inclusiveness than others and vice versa, others seem to provide very little support for both teachers and/or students with special conditions, sometimes lacking Teaching Assistants, quiet rooms or Special Educational Needs professionals. In terms of policing and security for example, there is no question that UK schools are more aware of possible safety concerns coming either from inside or outside the school grounds. Quite relevantly, they differ hugely architecturally as well, and in terms of their location -some are located in the countryside, well out of a town or city's confines, whereas other schools are located within a district area in town or in small villages and hamlets nearby. Some schools will have been built several decades ago, and still be hosted within old buildings often in need of maintenance. Others are rather more modern or even brand-new, and some provide a stark contrast to the typical school environs either because they occupy a much larger area or because they provide for more students and varying ages. All however, whether they are special, mainstream or academies will have the following: catering, music and art dedicated rooms, school libraries, science labs and sports fields, all of which are missing in Italian schools, which takes us shortly back to the 'bad review' section at the beginning of this article, "Infrastructure is really bad: many school buildings would need restoration and sports facilities are often very limited […] While the schooling is free, books must be purchased at the secondary level". (Note 10)
In British schools, there is always someone at the reception to speak to, and there is an additional safeguarding, counselling and first aid team on site to help teachers and students in case of emergencies. Teachers in the UK are in fact instructed on how to raise attention by sounding an alarm or calling out for help, sometimes even provided by police-style 'walkie-talkies' -while whistleblowing and report procedures are safely and gladly understood by all professionals operating in schools. (Note 11) and first aid as early as 2010. There are a range of possible emergency scenarios which are more likely to present themselves in Italian schools: rather small injuries than fire for example, because most schools in Italy are required to be built in steel reinforced cement and there are no curtains or wooden floors -or very rarely i.e. drama classes or small auditoriums; most cabinets are metal or wooden and are (or should be) fixed to the wall. Those very instances where I found myself raising attention for a possible fire starting were always related to something which was happening outside the school grounds, in the fields or woods and so on. Further to this, it is of relevance I believe, to mention that there are normally no Chemistry or Science laboratories in lower secondary schools, whereas we do have labs in high schools, and that there are no special schools in Italy as all our state schools are inclusive by law. One should also perhaps point out that in primary schools -formerly known as elementary schools -children are still required to wear a school apron: not really a uniform, but useful to prevent clothes from becoming irremediably worn out. All other school sectors however, have for a long time now discontinued the use of uniforms -in Italian, 'la divisa' -as these were associated with Fascist schools during Mussolini's dictatorship, making it look as though Italian schools were nostalgic of that dreadful historical era. Some private schools however still enforce it but state schools certainly do not. It is unlawful in our country to show nostalgia or to formulate apologetic remarks about Fascism -this indeed being among few reasons for which a disciplinary sanction would be considered as applicable to teachers. (Note 12) Most subjects are taught in the classroom, even Science, as children are supervised by teachers and may even perform small experiments on foliage or foodstuffs while sitting at their desks. The same can be said about design and technology and art classes -although some schools will have a dedicated room and all schools are now required to have an IT room. Music is taught in class just as Science. Teachers switch from classroom to classroom while children stay in their classroom apart from Physical Education when this is not a theory PE class throughout the day, while in the UK it is often the reverse. There are also no (or if so, they are very rare) specific illustrations of a school's make-up or of its courses on most schools' webpages in Italy, again in contrast with most school webpages abroad (course presentation, time-table, school's profile and outline, policy and school orientation e.g. arts and crafts, sports). (Note 13) To comment on Federica's opinion as expressed in her informative article, I must say I did not notice the 'playfulness' she refers to when considering the British approach to teaching -in fact, my personal impression was to the obverse. Teachers who like a good joke are often 'shunned' by students in the UK -and laughing or joking is certainly not encouraged.
It is interesting however, that she felt this way about the UK educational system, though it seems to me what playfulness there is, is limited to the rhetoric of address in some classes, where hyperbolic remarks are employed to stimulate interest in certain areas of study; this often happens in Drama as well as English classes (e.g. Shakespeare) where explorations of some aspects of British culture or ancient costumes and ways of life are dramatized or even performed through an emphatic highlighting of tone and/or attitude of the teacher/joker. It is a guise, or role however, which does not intend in any way to subtract to the importance or seriousness of teaching Drama or English literature classes. In this connection, I would suggest reading the below example of an 'hyperbole lesson' to clarify this specific point and how to use 'exaggeration' to raise interest in the audience. (Note 14) c. As a teacher of EFL in lower secondary schools, I am often left to my own devices when it comes to presenting audio-video classes or indeed when preparing my students for INVALSI for English exam -they do not study literary classics in middle school foreign language classes -and there are no language labs to speak of in the schools I have been teaching at here in the South of Italy so far. Nor can I point my student to a nice 'foreign language' section of the school library as there are no school libraries worthy of mention in middle schools and where there is one, this is often simply hosting ancient workbooks and, if you're lucky, a dictionary, usually dating from the '70s. No canteen to speak of, food and drink dispensers are a luxury and are often out of order. Whiteboards don't always work or have the correct software installed and more often than not I had to resort to bringing my own laptop and speakers to allow children to listen to dialogs and prepare for their reading comprehension and listening tests. I often have to provide more material for them to work on such as additional textbooks which I draw tests from and give out to them in photocopy format. I also have to buy my own felt-pens and reams of printing paper. All our colleagues are constantly complaining about how paper and other stationery should be provided by the schools and when the toner goes out we normally have to wait until the week after in order to be able to print materials. Some classrooms still have ancient chalkboards which are obviously causing huge distress as many children (and teachers like myself) are allergic to chalk. This said, we do manage to get our students through classes safely and at the end of the year their results normally reflect their actual strengths or weaknesses despite what is reported in those aforementioned bad reviews. While literacy and comprehension seem to have improved as the general populace (e.g. students' parents and family) will have gone through the education system, sometimes to degree level or above, behavior problems in middle schools are becoming more of an issue in recent years, with bullying and cyberbullying, hate crime, sexting, substance abuse and threats on the rise. As in UK schools, schools and school staff in Italy are gradually gaining more awareness as regards these concerns which once were found only in college or high school contexts -and there are several online and school-run projects and teachers' workshops which tackle such concerns (safeguarding whistleblowing and so on) and provide support for both teachers and families. Our schools no doubt could do with better safeguarding as regards rules about the 'safe' use of mobile phones in the classroom; at the moment, this is considered to be the sole responsibility of teachers who will confiscate the devices if found in use when not allowed under supervision e.g. internet searches, online dictionary or quizzes.
There is a difference to note as regards the career path to teaching and how Italian teachers are appointedinsofar as achieving a career in teaching is concerned, it is important to point out that, no matter how long you might have worked on contract or supply assignments, the only way to become permanent teaching staff in Italy is by a Concorso a cattedra and abilitazione (National Examination Board) for state schools. This exam will allow people of all ages with the relevant degree titles to enter a graduatoria, meaning a list of prospective or current teachers with a specific score given to them once they pass the test. This list is publicly shown and published both online and in paper format. Effectively, because of the number of candidates, it can take up to ten years for anyone to gain a permanent post, and there is no certainty that anyone could get the desired location or school when they are called by MIUR to take their assignment. Once you become permanent your role can only vary if you apply for transfer or assignment to other schools for which you can provide MIUR with an online application. You cannot change the subject you teach however, unless you take an additional degree and 'Concorso'. Once permanent, a teacher is effectively directly responding to MIUR by way of your principal, who will variously encourage or discourage transfer applications where there is very little chance of obtaining the post you seek. (Note 15) School principals are also bound to follow the same rules and should always be on teachers' side and try and support them for the good name of the school -it is sadly a very well-known fact that as reported by the media, these days lower secondary school teachers and staff are often targeted by students and parents alike, with little or no respect for the institutional role we represent whilst in office. Is this not to be seen as a threat to our country's government? For those who took Italian history, Benito Mussolini saw fit to destitute a large number of teachers he deemed as 'anti-fascist', only to replace them with his chosen, obedient group. His nightmarish shadow seems still cast upon us, though our tangible Constitution and its articles gladly save us from our un-glorious past. (Note 16) Clearly, the immediate realization follows, history cannot repeat itself. Briefly mentioning MIUR's guidelines and addenda in this connection, I am hopeful that such literature from within the specific field of teaching in Italian schools will help other scholars and teachers in making more cross-cultural connections about education, behavior and schooling and neither stay niched in specialist study fields not simply posting on less than scientific forums and blogs or e-zines. Not much indeed, appears to have been said about teaching foreign languages and how our subject depends very much on our ability as teachers to avail ourselves of online resources and device-oriented learning tools, such as 'Edmodo' or online dictionary tools. How professional and safe are these tools, really? How formative, in this respect, are the various communities and teacher-orientation groups in relation to high-tech tools in the classroom? British Council, for instance, presents a range of online resources to use in class which provide us with safe age-related content and adds interactive options for students who choose to try out their English with language exercises from home orif in class -on a whiteboard or tablet. Many more examples are close at hand, such as the BBC educational pages e.g. Bitesize or Learning English. (Note 17) Within this context, it has become a pivotal concern for myself as EFL teacher and I believe for most colleagues in this field to stress the importance of stimulating students' awareness of how a multitude of meanings can impact any type of conversation and to enable them to use available resources so that they will begin to differentiate autonomously between varying aspects of same word or verb usage in different contexts. (Note 18) Phrases such as 'See for yourself' and 'I'll leave you to your own devices' have become very dangerous as children and especially young adults are crossing that special phase in their life where 'bridging the gap' does not happen on your own without serious consequences. In sanctioning terms, our schools do not choose, or only very rarely, to either fail, exclude or otherwise hinder our students' secondary school path as it is a well-known and recorded fact that failing teenage students in Italy often leads to them becoming involved in illegal activities and completely dropping out, or to being involved in child-labor by their families which will unfailingly blame the school for having sanctioned their 'innocent' child. Nor does Italian law allow schools to impose additional school hours, hot room time or other similar punishments considered unlawful in Italy; however, we do consider suspending students from school for a varying period of time or three days to a week usually, when their behavior becomes an obstacle to the teachers' normal work-day at school to the point of hindering or -even worse -damaging or injuring other students and sadly, of late, teachers themselves as many online reports point out. Safety in the classroom has thus become a priority nowadays as learning is inevitably to be made coterminous with the need for a safe and serene environment, for both students and teachers alike.
Having previously mentioned inclusive policies in Italian schools, may I add that this is considered a completely normal aspect of school life, and again it would be seen as difficult, if not embarrassingly unlawful, to suggest the possibility of a return to non-inclusive settings in Italian schools. Effectively, special schools in Italy were abolished in 1977 when the role of a 'support teacher for impaired students' was created and all students were merged to form inclusive classrooms. Since 2015 an additional law was passed to make all support teachers fully recognized teachers according to our department of education and its guidelines. (Note 19) All students, impaired or not, of all social backgrounds, sex and ethnical provenance must be included -there are no special sections, schools or classes -and they must all be made to feel welcome when they come to school. This is especially true when they are entering their first year or when they have recently moved to this school from another town. Most schools in Italy have an inclusive policy which allows students with differing degrees of impairments to attend classes normally with the help of a SEN or TA professional. (Note 20) With regard to the varying contexts of inclusiveness in Italian schools, I will refer to Pamela Bianco's all-informative essay, 'I Contesti della Speciale Normalità' (2016) and its related reference literature. It is to be noted, in this connection that studies in this field are not particularly common and that there seems to be sparse evidence of specific aspects apart from what most teachers -even non-SEN or non-TAs -should know about disability ('diversamente abili' in Italian). Pamela Bianco's study therefore represents an important scholarly addition to this field. (Note 21) Considering a very real and current concern with the importance of healthy schools -and particularly -of having to avoid spreading possible illnesses, Italian schools I will briefly mention, have recently taken an important step forward in this regard by becoming more stringent thanks to a law which forbids unvaccinated children from enrolling in schools -this aspect seems less relevant when compared with the more straightforwardly scholarly concerns such as students' progress or class-structuring and teaching methods, but it is a well-known fact that some kinds of debilitating illnesses and their consequences may no doubt hinder a child's growth not simply physically but also psychologically, thus affecting their ability to learn, sometimes to disabling degrees. Parents in Italy, these days, will have to refer to a chart listing obligatory vaccinations their children must have in order to register with Primary schools. (Note 22)
Conclusions
This paper provides an excursus of some crucial aspects which characterizes 'worlds apart' -and in no way seeks to present an exhaustive outline of differences and similarities between two educational systems such as the UK and the Italian system, only to provide some examples and ideas for future research in this field, thus far somewhat lacking and often detrimental to either or both country systems. There is no question that Italian and British systems widely differ. From both, I have gained much knowledge, and I believe there is much more to learn still. The fact itself for instance, that there is very little in English translation from our array of cross-country or cross-cultural, sociological and Pan-European studies in Italian, is itself symptomatic I believe of such an unwillingness from abroad to listen to our foreign-sounding opinions, which are often considered oddities within a well-informed world ensconced in its disinterest with views held from none too distant outsiders.
Drawing comparisons, therefore, where this is at all possible, does not imply an evaluation 'for or against' one or the other system -it simply means researching the positive aspects of both systems which are still however to be thought of as separate identities. Possibly, shaking that unwillingness into considering a different approach toward the educational world. Education in this sense does not necessarily imply learnedness, but reflects on those very few steps which bring students to believe in learning and making some progress in their becoming more aware, ready to continue learning throughout their lives. What works for Italians, it is true, does not necessary work for the British. The 'new' law concerning vaccines which The BBC wrote about recently and which for reasons of space I only sparsely touched upon, is in fact considered the norm in the UK, where vaccines are given by NHS trained personnel: these can be administered within the school grounds themselves.
Conversely, in Italy, recently and for the first time, the government jointly with our health system advisors decided to pass a law in this direction; stepping past old practices in this case has meant paving the way for a better, safer and heathier future. Children today must be vaccinated in order to be accepted in Primary schools in Italy, thus reducing by much the risk of contagion between home and school grounds. This pro-vaccination law, from as early as 2013, is part of a much wider governmental program intended to disband dangerous anti-vaccination associations (Anti-vaxers) bordering on bio-terrorism, which the World Health Organization (WHO) considered 'one of the top 10 global public health threats of 2019'. Whether or not one decided to support our government and institutions, this proved to some skeptical misbelievers that if Utopia and 'ideal conditions' may not be achieved -Italy can adopt new important strategies to ensure public and civil safety -while respecting people's constitutional rights to form ethical decisions and to freedom of opinions, whichever way they decide to promulgate these. (Note 23) Awareness as regards these complexities therefore is now becoming widespread and in 2019 Italy, as the situation at present for those of us who have lived abroad, may possibly compare with the general sensation of paranoid anxiety which permeated all strata of society in England in the early 2000s -a type of anxiety I unfortunately remember well. (Note 24) This renewed paranoia comes partly, in 2019, as a reflection of the fact that in many countries, as people travelled less in the past, there was less of a real need for certain types of vaccines to be had. It is no longer safe today to say, 'this does not happen in my country or town'. It is, really, a matter or fighting with a Gestalt, of the idea of what a country or a cohort of countries mean singularly vis-a-vis other cross-national contexts and their practices, but which can no longer be considered individually or as separated from them. (Note 25) Italy is not shying away from itself, it is slowing picking up pace with the rest of Europe -even catching up with those Europeans who would rather not want to be part of Europe or those who are strenuously advocating an exit from Europe. This is part of the democratic process. It should not be seen as hindering it -it would be dangerous as in any political realm, not to acknowledge what the people wish from their governments. It is also a very delicate matter involving Europe and -in fact -all other allied countries. The more fragmented international relationships become, the more dangerous and frail our safety in the wake of recent threats posed to many of our countries.
Stepping past Europe would mean for Italians these days, to step past or beyond Italy -are we sure it would be safer for us to out-do ourselves and try to rewrite our Gestalt and re-think our culture? Should we not focus rather on transferring this culture and language onto our children, therefore allowing it to stay alive? How can we provide our children with a culture and/or language which does not belong to us? This perception represents the ultimate challenge for teachers, parents and all those involved in the educational process.
I will therefore close this paper with more questions: 'Who will listen to my whispers?' A similar discourse can be used to argue for or against changes to be made to our schooling system and other institutional aspects of our society. Teachers in Italy will invariably refer to a Union when they feel that their rights are being violated, and yes, we do feel strongly about less than knowledgeable comments about our government its laws and its institutional practices -we believe that whoever wishes to have a career and live in Italy should familiarize themselves with Italian language, culture and first and foremost with Italian laws.
Italy is a welcoming country as many note, however it is not neutral or indifferent as regards crucially misinformed comments about how things are done in our country or indeed, in Europe. Our fondness for our constitutional rights reflects this stance, as well as our pride in rights of workers, freedom of speech and communication in all its forms, the arts and crafts, and any other lawful means of divulging opinions and ideas. In the classroom, a teacher's autonomy begins with how we devise our own classes and goes on with trying out new approaches and methods every time. It is no hyperbole to remark that none but fools dare to comment on how a teachers' class was taught -as work is considered sacred and it should be respected, if it does not cause problems for others -we are rather expected to provide inspired and considerate feedback, which is a different aspect of our job, but only when asked formally to do so, for example on how a class-group performed on an interdisciplinary project, or during a visit to museums on school trips.
The sad feeling however, is that such pride is not respected, and nowadays deluded parents deem it possible to 'oust teachers out' on the grounds that 'they do not like them'. The law here does come and help us somewhat, and in the same way that it is not possible to hire a mafia boss to get rid of your enemy, it is not possible in Italy to pay someone off to get rid of a teacher…or is it? Very worryingly, I am hoping for better times ahead. I do believe we are all on the same side -and trust in our countries' authorities. It's not strictly speaking the same thing as believing in Santa Claus after all, and if this is an example of Gestalt, a 'system of systems', I hope it works. It is not by chance, I am afraid to say, that changes to the Constitution of the Italian Republic was attempted not long ago, and failed. (Note 26) Same goes for changing definitions: students, children, minors: how do words and labels affect identity and social conditions? How do we define a problem child? Is it ethical to conceive of a child as 'problematic'? Or are we, rather, the problem? Well, in the eyes of the law that problem disappears -to be more specific, it cannot be considered as being lawfully 'problematic'. Therefore, where there is no problem, there is nothing to solve.
Our new children -are they welcome? Do they feel welcome enough? Do we, as we must, make them feel safe when they are at school? Educational practices in Italy and abroad are knowledge-providers who carry out outstanding work as part of a pre-imposed ethical obligation, often free of charge, or for less than they should be remunerated; we are politically aware and correct and would not ask for a 'like' on our school social profile; indeed, as already previously mentioned, social networking etiquette remains to this day an important aspectgearing students to use their 'cyber-world' correctly and safely stays a primary aspect of our fight against cyber-crime and other related dangers.
The question was often posed to me, among many more, how acceptable is it for teachers to be present on social networks? This article I believe provides some possible answers; from an educational point of view, my opinion as a teacher is that it should now be made a requirement for teachers to 'be out there' as being on social media sometimes represents the only port of communication between teachers and co-workers -and at schools, it can be used for emergencies too. Certainly, this does not automatically mean teachers must add their students to their network. (Note 27)
Suggestions
To conclude this brief excursus, asking questions is always the best way of finding out what others know already; thus, this paper closes with more questions than it started out with: 'What do you learn from a government-run education?' 'Where do you learn respect for people and ethics' 'What are the confines of an increasing cross-linguistic and cross-cultural merging in Italy? 'How do we tackle similar problems in our schools?' and finally, self-reflectively, 'What does MIUR say about such questions?' This paper does in fact mention some research recently carried out by MIUR (Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione e della Ricerca); most of it however, is available, for the time being, only in Italian -exception made for instance for 'English corner' (Matera European Capital of Culture 2019) recently published by MIUR in their pages. (Note 28) To add to reference material already quoted in this paper, I could point scholars willing to take further challenge to such informed and well-read journals as the Italian Journal of Educational Research or The Italian Journal of Sociology of Education -these are still very much 'niche' review journals meant for educational specialists.
I would rather suggest that what would be required in this context is some more pioneering translation work of extant research into English, meant to present our teaching colleagues and work-peers overseas with what our Education agency (MIUR) deems necessary in terms of our educational policies, in order to foster a perception of the Italian educational system as non-stereotypical, internationally valid and worthy of considered mention abroad; wishing to push past the language barrier apparently posed by Italian as a language or 'cross the language wall' nowadays does mean translating some of that research into English. (Note 29) In the light of what Europe and Italy within Europe is experiencing politically today, being able to glean new educational or governing trends will be leading in the future will no doubt depend on which abilities and communicative modalities will be employed in order to 'cross that cultural border'. It would be interesting, certainly, to ascertain the level of awareness as regards up-to-date concerns in schools and widely within the education field as raised by similar research and by this paper -as well as proposing other possible Pan-European and/or non-European parallel readings of such work presented by scholars in this field.
